
TreeStuff Aerial Rescue Rally by Kask
Scenario 1 - Eugene

Treestuff.com/Rescue-Rally     |     Watch The Rescue Here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN_XjQnI8pE

Category Score
( X / 5 ) Notes & Commentary from Officials

Site assessment and 
creation of plan 4.0

Hard to hear EMS call so limited information  |  Excellent plan and used everyone on the job well. Also were polite to the 
public’s concern   |  Job briefing/ emergency preparedness mentioned.  Delegation of responsibilities.  Identified hazard, 
crew kept clear.  Cones for worksite boundary.  Good team comms.  |  Good detail with EMS contact and pre-plan.  |  
Great inspection and communication of situation and plan formulation  |  

Contacted emergency 
services; quality of 

explanation and info 
provided

4.3

Efficiency, speed, and 
safety 3.5 Continued to communicate with patient  |  Had a smooth ascent but didn’t communicate very well with the victim.   |  1m 

25s elapsed time between rescue request and climber leaving ground.  Ascent not as smooth.  02:40 - 03:05 lacking call 
and response comms between climber and crew.  Talking over each other at 02:46.  |  Good communication with crew, 
homeowner and EMS.  |  Good ascent but not alot of communication during ascent of situation and hazards  |  Continued inspection and 

assessment 3.2

Identification of hazards 3.7 Assumed limb was only hazard  |  Climber and rescue team all stayed out from under the hazard, climber kept hazard 
controlled the whole time   |  Hazard and mitigation procedure identified.  Crew kept clear.  Good equipment prep.  
Climber contacting/jostling unsecured log at 03:24.  Poor configuration of chain-loops girth hitched to pulley.  Lift was 
not adequate to remove log from casualty's lanyard.  |  No need to "lower" the log, separate it from the climber and let it 
fall.  |  could have been more controlled in securing the hazard.  |  

Method and execution of 
mitigation 3.5

Assessment of casualty 
situation 3.7

Not much was done or said about the possible head injury  |  Assessment wasn’t very thorough but transportation and 
packaging was well done and appropriate for the injury   |  Good talk through of assessment with aid of EMT.  No 
mention of possible head/neck trauma.  No intervention or packaging other than a sling to keep casualty upright  |  They 
addressed that the climber was trained in aerial rescue but not first ait/CPR.  |  great coordination with first responders 
and control of victim and hazard  |  

Administration of first aid 
& assessing of urgency 3.3

Adequate and appropriate 
stabilization of casualty for 

transport
3.5

Choice of system and 
technical execution of 
casualty support/tie in

3.8 Good job at supporting head  |  He handled the victim very well. Nice and controlled descent focusing on comfort over 
speed   |  Log released unintentionally/ uncoordinated.  Could have straddled casualty for better handling.  Climber's 
device pressing against casualty's head.  Jerky descent  |  Good focus on controlling the injured on the way down. |
Good control of victim and system  |  Quality of transport for the 

casualty 4.2

Quality of transition from 
suspension to injury 

appropriate position on 
ground

3.7
EMS on site - nice touch!  |  Great communication with EMS. Just landed them safely on the ground but no real aftercare 
was performed   |  Casualty laid flat?  EMS on site and transfer completed.  Brush moved to a distance,  but still a 
tripping hazard along with log on ground.  |  Good communication with EMS.  |  Good transfer to EMS but no PPE on first 
responder was pretty sad to see!  |  Care of site, scene, and 

equipment 4.2

Transition of care to EMS 4.0

Communicating the plan 4.5
Communication regarding tree and roles was clear, not so much with EMS call  |  They communicated well as a team 
and with EMS but didn’t continue to communicate with the victim, even though they were unconscious   |  Good comms 
throughout.  Some missed comms regarding casualty/EMS.  |  Good overall communication, a little more detail would 
have been better.  |  Great communication by the team and working with bystanders

Communicating the 
hazards 4.5

Communicating with, for, 
and about the casualty 3.8

Reaction 4.5
I thought they did a good job with their roles  |  I feel the team did great and it didn’t seem perfectly scripted. I was really 
into watching the whole thing play out.   |  Well done.  Realistic work site.  EMS and home owner role play.  |  Always 
hard to create a "real" emergency.  |  Felt very real and accurate!

Planning 4.5

Overall Realism 4.3
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